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POSTAL RATES – U.S. Postal domestic rates reduced to 47c from April 
2016 but the FSM did not reduce rates.   I understand this also applies 
to The Marshall Islands & Palau.
International  rates are also unchanged
****************************************************************
POSTCARDS

Jim Mulik has contacted the person in the Czec Republic who originally 
published some of postcards mentioned in Bulletin No.  76  (not the 
person who put the stamps on them) – The Postcard publisher confirms 
that the postcards were issued 2008 much later than the dates of the 
postal markings on the cards.    Jim has also noted two similar postcards  
on sale on e-bay – one from the FSM and one from the Marshall Is.      In 
these cases the postmarks are contemporary to the indicated dates of 
use.

****************************************************************
OTHER PUBLICATIONS:      The 3rd Quarter 2016 editon of 
Possessions contains an article “A Sampling of American Samoa” by Matt 
Stoll.    The front cover of Possessions features, in  colour, a cover from 
Pago Pago to France cancelled by Murphy 1.1 on OCT 12 1904 arriving in 
Paris on 15 11 1904.
****
The April 2016 edition of Pacifica includes an article “The Christmas 
Island Cocoanut Plantation Cachet” by Jim Mulik.

Possessions is the quarterly publication of the U.S. Possessions Philatelic 
Society – Pacifica is the quarterly publication of the Pacific Islands 
Study Circle.   Both have websites.
****************************************************************
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************************************************************
USPS POSTAL SUPPLIES NO LONGER FREE IN THE ISLANDS
Jim Mulik reports that USPS postal supplies including boxes were 
available free in the islands as they are in the United States and 
that island residents could request free supplies of Boxes, Customs 
forms etc. be mailed to them.  However the USPS website now says 
that postal supplies will no longer be mailed to the islands and a 
friend of Jim in Pohnpei reports that the Post Office there now 
charges for boxes.
************************************************************
FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA:

PALIKAR:    Jim Mulik sent a scan of a cover he received recently from 
Palikar cancelled on Aug 16 2016 – At first glance the cancel appeared to 
be Bulletin Illustration 65/5 but on closer examination there is a 
difference.    Illustration 65/5 has a comma after the word Palikar – The
cancellation on Jims cover does not .   Below as Illustration 77/1 is Jims 
cover – no comma.

Illustration 77/1
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***************************************************************

Palikar (continued) 
My collection contains two covers cancelled by Illustration 65/5 – e.g. 
with comma - dated April 22 2013 and Apr 25 2012 – The latter is shown 
on below as Illustration 77/2.   I have one cover without the comma – 
dated May 5 2015.
The earliest reported use of Illustration 65/5 is Jan 11 2011 – the latest 
April 22 2013.

Illustration 77/2
****************************************************************
KOSRAE  FM 96944
Illustation 75/5  was used on a philatelic cover dated JUL 11 2016

****************************************************************
POHNPEI FM 96941;    Jim Mulik has received a card posted at Pohnpei 
Airport Post Office on 22 Jun 2016 and cancelled by Illustration 71/2.
Also a card posted at Pohnpei Post Office on the same day cancelled by a 
hardly legible double circle cancellation – probably Illustration 68/9 or 
68/10.    Jim Mulik recalls when he visited the Pohnpei counter in 
October 2012 one of the cancellations in use was in a poor state – the 
second cancel was in a good state but used red ink.
****************************************************************
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REPUBLIC OF THE MARSHALL ISLANDS:

EBEYE – USPS REMOVED FROM POSTMARK: 

Bernd Neuhaus has received a couple of covers cancelled by the Ebeye A 
cancellation dated Apr 13 2016 – on both covers the USPS at the bottom 
of the cancellation appears to have been partially removed – see 
Illustration 77/3.      I wrote to the Postmaster who replied sending a 
example of the Ebeye A cancellation dated Jun 23 2016 – See 
Illustration 77/4 – This confirms that Bernd's covers are not due to 
faulty inking of the device.   The cancellation measures 43mm across the 
dateline on both covers.

Illustration 77/3

Illustration 77/4

Bernd speculates that the removal may be due to to the decision by the 
USPS to cease funding the carriage of mails to and from Ebeye  
(See Bulletin No. 75) 
********************************************************************
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****************************************************************
NEW POSTMARKS FROM DELAP & ULIGA, MAJURO ALSO POST 
OFFICE AT THE AIRPORT:

I recently wrote to the Postmaster at Uliga, Majuro asking for an 
example of the cancellations currently in use there.     What I received 
was a cover shown below as Illustration 77/5 with two new cancellations 
– One Delap D dated Jul 27 2016 and One Majuro-Airport E also dated 
Jul 27 2016.  Both postmarks are 38mm.  

I wasn't aware there was a Post Office at the Airport and contacted Jim
Mulik who spent some time in Majuro a few years ago – he tells me that 
his contacts in Majuro confirm that a Post Office has been open at the 
airport for “some time”.    Jim is trying to obtain further information.

I do however supect that the two examples shown on this cover are held 
in the back office/Philatelic office at Uliga.    

Has any one seen either of these cancellations previously?   Both measure
38mm across the dateline.

Illustration 77/5                        

Jim Mulik reports receipt of covers cancelled by Majuro Uliga B (As 
Illustration 75/8) on Jun 30 and Jul 16 2016 and Majuro Delap C (Not 
previously reported) 6th July 2016.   Both cancellations measure 38mm.
*******************************************************************
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****************************************************************
POSTAL DATESTAMPS FROM KWAJALEIN & ROI NAMUR:

Bernd Neuhaus sent “undeliverable” covers to both Kwajalein (APO AP 
96555) & Roi Namur (APO AP 96557).   The cover sent to Roi Namur was 
returned with an APO AP 96555-3  double circle date stamp (Illustration
77/6 below) while the cover sent to Kwajalein  was returned with the 
ordinary APO AP  96555 double circle date stamp (Illustration 77/7 see 
page 7).     Bernd suggests the latter confirms that the AP 96555-3 
APDS is currently used at Roi Namur.   The AP 96555-3 datestamp has 
not been reported in previous editions of the Bulletin.  

Illustration 77/6  -  Actual size 30mm 

The front of the Kwajalein  cover – see page 8 - also carried the 
“FORWARDING ORDER EXPIRED” cachet which Bernd says has 
been in use at Kwajalein for a couple of years.   I do not believe this 
has been illustrated in the Bulletin so it is shown here as as part of 
Illustration 77/8 on Page 8.

Continued on Page 7
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IIllustration 77/7 – Kwajalein Reverse of cover    

Continued on Page 8
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Illustration 77/8 front of Kwajalein cover

showing FORWARDING ORDER EXPIRED cachet.

*******************************************************************************

More on Page 9
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GEORGE L.MACHADO JR.
I have received the following e-mail from George's daughter

Dear Mr. Baxendale,
 

I am writing to inform you that my father, George
Machado Jr., passed away on November 30, 
2015.  I have been going thru his stamps and 
found a Pacific Islands Bulletin that was the last
printed edition and I noticed that you had 
acknowledged my father.  I didn't know if you 
knew he had passed. He had been in declining 
health and under 24 hour care. We celebrated 
his 95th birthday on July 3rd. We miss him so 
much.
 

Anyway, I just wanted you to know in case you 
had not heard.
 

Aloha,
Darlene Harris

George was a good friend to the Bulletin, in the early days in particular -   
He used his personal contacts with the USPS era Postmasters in the Trust 
Territory, many of whom continued in their posts following Independance, 
to obtain news of new cancellations, Post Offices and changes to postal 
services in all three Independent Territories and was generous in 
circulating the information to the Bulletin.     He produced a number of  
studies of the area and also a number of limited edition special covers from 
all three of the newly independent countries, marking changes to 
postmarks, postal rates etc.     He also produced covers marking the 
anniversary of some of the events of the Japanese administration.      A 
small selection of covers issued by George L. Machado Jr. are shown on 
Pages 8 & 9.    I believe most were produced only in quantities of 10 to 20.
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COVER FROM THE STOCK OF STEVEN ZIRINSKY:

Finally I thought the cover below might interest readers – Jim Mulik 
drew my attention to it.   It is from  the Regional Post in Bydgoszcz, 
Poland to Micronesia – a country, the name of whose capital city was was 
apparently not known  to the sender, and yet the letter was important 
enough to send by Registered Post – what could it have contained ? – 
Steven suggested an undelivered Registered envelope.   The FSM 
postmark is  Bulletin Illustration 25/12  – rarely seen and usually on  mail 
from the office of the Postmaster General in the late 1990's. 

****************************************************************
*THE END – expect the next Bulletin when I have more material – 
Thanks to all who helped with this edition – good to hear from Bernd 
Neuhaus again.
Jim Mulik and Steven  Zirinsky will place this edition on the respective 
websites – Many Thanks for your help.
****************************************************************


